
400Hz Replaceable 
HARDHEAD Cap 

WWWWWW..PPAAGGEE--GGSSEE..CCOOMM  

Contact PAGE GSE today for more information 

What more do we need to say? You asked, PAGE listened and responded! 

PAGE, the GSE Innovative Leader, took on 
the challenge of producing an updated longer 
lasting, more durable, and simply better version 
400 Hz Abrasion Resistant Replaceable Cap for our 
customers needing this antiquated product for 
their existing 400Hz power cable assemblies.   

PAGE’s P517DT Decorative Tip, that screws 
on top of the JB7174X and JB7178X, on a 400Hz 
electrical power cable connector, replacing the 
JB717-C cap, is a far superior solution to their costly  
short lived caps. 

While PAGE does not offer connectors that 
have a replaceable cap, we feel obligated to 
support our custom-
ers requests for a 
less costly, longer 
lasting decorative 
cap that  covers 
the 6 pole contacts 
carrying 260amps 
of electrical current. 

Performance Features

COSTS LESS, LASTS LONGER! 

P517DT 
Replaceable 400Hz Cap Installed 

Saves money on cable repair and downtime 

Longer lasting means less time wasted replacing parts

Proprietary compound withstands the harshest environments 

High visibility to reduce trip hazards when cable left on the ground. 

Non-metallic attaching hardware to reduce the risk of electrical 
shorting when connector is damaged. 

Manufacturer, Brand names and associated part numbers are trademarks 
of their respective companies and are used only to identify their products.  
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